On the Go: Find Ascendium Staff in the Field

Recent Grants

Key to Unlocking Opportunities for Incarcerated Learners

Why Supporting Financial Aid Administrators Is Critical to Educational Success

Remove Structural Barriers to Success

Evolving Needs of Learners from Low-Income Backgrounds

Changes in Education Philanthropy Support Student Success

Achieving the Dream Inc | $750,000 | 06/2023 - 06/2025
Building a Movement to Implement Corequisite Models of Support in Illinois

Achieving the Dream Inc | $400,000 | 07/2023 - 06/2026
Project Success Formative and Summative Assessment

Partnership for College Completion will support institutions in designing and implementing multiple measures placement practices and building capacity for the Developmental Education Reform Act passed by the state legislature in 2021. This grant supports the Partnership for College Completion in working with a cohort of two internal leaders to key positions will enhance our grantmaking strategy, tools, and partnerships. We are also hiring a deputy director of education grantmaking to oversee strategic grantmaking pipelines in one or more philanthropic focus areas.

Ascendium's Education Philanthropy is adapting our organizational structure to meet the current and future needs of learners from low-income backgrounds. The promotion of two internal leaders to key positions will enhance our grantmaking strategy, tools, and partnerships. We are also hiring a deputy director of education grantmaking to oversee strategic grantmaking pipelines in one or more philanthropic focus areas.

Continuous improvement through data literacy and change management.> Partner Tribal Colleges and Universities. The two-part assessment will provide critical lessons for Achieving the Dream, the participating institutions, and the broader field on implementing student-facing practices.

This grant supports the Partnership for College Completion in working with a cohort of two internal leaders to key positions will enhance our grantmaking strategy, tools, and partnerships. We are also hiring a deputy director of education grantmaking to oversee strategic grantmaking pipelines in one or more philanthropic focus areas.

Ascendium's Education Philanthropy is adapting our organizational structure to meet the current and future needs of learners from low-income backgrounds. The promotion of two internal leaders to key positions will enhance our grantmaking strategy, tools, and partnerships. We are also hiring a deputy director of education grantmaking to oversee strategic grantmaking pipelines in one or more philanthropic focus areas.

The return of Pell Grants for incarcerated learners has the potential to dramatically expand who has access to postsecondary education. It also poses fresh challenges for financial aid administrators. That's why Ascendium is supporting the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators in providing technical assistance to financial aid officers and directors of prison education programs.
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Our Grantmaking Approach

Ascendium is a proud sponsor of the following events:

- Excelencia in Education: National Policy Forum
- Excelencia in Education: Examples of Excelencia
- Embedding Equity for Better Methods, Evidence, and Practice
- The Communications Network: ComNet23
- 2023 Aspen Prize for Community College Excellence
- Correctional Education Association: 77th CEA International Conference & Education Policy Conference
- The Dalles, OR
- Rise Up: Virtual Rise Up Conference 2023
- Denver, CO
- ECMC Foundation: 2023 Career and Technical Education (CTE) Leadership Training Event
- Aug. 20-23, 2023
- Collaboration for College Completion | Building Bridges to College and Career Success
- Aug. 7-10, 2023
- Achievement Gap | Reforming the Landscape of Education Policy
- Sept. 20-22, 2023
- Learner Mobility and Transfer in Higher Ed
- 2023 Aspen Prize for Community College Excellence
- University of California | $750,000 | 06/2023 - 06/2025
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